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India â€“ the Incredible India! A tourism friendly nation, India has a lot in store for you. Visit here and
you get to explore an enchanting array of vacation attractions â€“ the resplendent nature, glorious past,
distinguished architectures and rich cultures & cuisines. Nature has taken this beautiful country with
utmost care. Salubrious weather all through a year makes it beloved to wanderers. Natural greenery
is in abundance and almost everywhere in partitions. With vivid topography, adequate amount of
rainfall and favorable weather, rich natural vegetation is found here. Apart from that, its dense
rainforests, tropical deciduous jungles and vast stretched grasslands are home to a variety of wild
animals, birds and reptilians. In fact, this country is a treasure trove for nature-lovers, allowing them
to see almost all facets of nature. And when it comes to see the best nature has bestowed India,
plan a Kerala tour, Kashmir tour or trip to somewhere in North East India. These destinations are
unarguably naturally rich, and entice travelers with their wealth of natural treasures.

Spiritualism and India have an old-aged connection. Right from Kashmir to Kanyakumari, this
country has countless of sacred destinations with religious significance of their own. Visit some of its
pilgrimage centers like Amarnath, Badrinath, Puri, Tirupati and Veshno Devi, and youâ€™ll understand
why it has been called the â€œLand of Godsâ€•. Being one of the oldest civilizations on earth, India has an
astounding past. Many heroic tales of its great kings, inspiring humanity and hair-raising crudity
pertaining to its rulers are texted in many books and are famous globally. Every year, thousands of
travels visit India to explore its gorgeous past. Some ancient cities like Jaipur, Agra, Delhi,
Aurangabad, Jodhpur and Goa have highly tempting historical attractions memories of which can
never be vanished away. Magnificent forts, palaces, temples & mosques and numerous ancient
monuments in these cities are truly worth exploring if you have some sense of history and cultures.

India is one of a few countries where age-old cultures and ultra-modernization go hand to hand.
Modern developments in India are nowhere behind the western world, and this country boasts
almost all facilities of today, thanks to the technological innovations and liberal trade policies. Big
cities in India like Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Bangalore boast high quality of life with all modern
ambiences. With world-class shopping malls, first-rated hotels and restaurants, towering
skyscrapers and well-built highways, India is a country of 21st century. Thriving cultures, colorful
fests and throbbing nightlife in Indiaâ€™s big metropolises have the temptation of their own.

Nowadays, the country has been promoting tourism at large scales. Various facilities have been
established at all major tourist destinations to give the travelers maximum comforts. Many travel
agencies offer tour packages to allow travelers a hassle-free and enjoyable holiday experience.
Searching online, you find a variety of deals for India tour. Considering your needs and budget well
in advance, you can select your most suited deal.
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Hungry Bags is a renowned travel agency offering a vast selection of travel packages like a Goa
tour packages, a Kashmir tour package and customized deals for a Shimla tour at highly affordable
rates.
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